This weathered Miami County barn features a barn quilt and
is part of a “quilt trail” in this north-central Indiana county.
Photo by Frank Oliver
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TIME-HONORED

TAPESTRIES
Putting a new spin on an old tradition

By Nick Werner, OI staff
OutdoorIndiana.org
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U

nadorned barns are the exception in several
Indiana counties.
That’s because barn quilts are so prevalent.
In these places, spotting a naked barn is like
seeing the rare non-tattooed young person at some music festivals. Their plainness makes them conspicuous.
Barn quilts are large squares painted to resemble a quilt
block and applied to the side of a barn. The patterns are colorful, geometric and often symbolic. Typical themes represent
patriotism, Christianity and rural values. Usually, the squares
are 8 feet but 4-foot blocks are also common.
In summer, when rural Indiana is a green ocean of corn and
soybeans, barn quilts add a splash of color. Similar to other
beautification efforts, enthusiasts say they promote community pride, too.
But beyond visual appeal, nostalgia drives their popularity,
according to Betty Greenwalt, who sews cloth quilts for a living
and helped organize Randolph County’s barn quilt program.
The east-central Indiana county is home to at least 47 barn
quilts.
“Many people can remember a quilt that was important to
them, one their grandmother made,” Greenwalt said. “It takes
us back to an earlier time. It speaks to our farming heritage.”
The barn quilts in the county are part of its Barn Quilt
Ramble, a self-guided driving tour organized by the Randolph

County Convention and Visitors Bureau to attract out-ofcounty motorists.
Randolph County is among at least five in Indiana with barn
quilt driving tours, which are usually called “quilt trails.” The
other counties are Gibson, LaGrange, Marshall and Miami.
One is underway in Pike County. The idea is most common in
the Midwest and Upland South, but has become a nationwide
phenomenon.
More than 400 quilt trails exist in 40 states combined.
Gibson County’s quilt trail boasts 225 barns, making it the
largest in Indiana. Eric Heidenreich, director of the Gibson
County Visitors and Tourism Bureau, says it is among the
largest in the country.
Quilt patterns have become part of the county’s identity, the
dominant motif for tourism-related web pages and marketing
materials. Even the visitors center for the Toyota factory in
Princeton has a barn quilt.
“The trail project just kind of took off,” Heidenreich said.
While barn quilts reflect the past, they are a relative newcomer to the folk art scene. They arrived in Indiana about 10
years ago, and their popularity exploded.
Marshall County started its quilt tour in 2009. If it wasn’t
the first in the state, it was among the first, according to
Corine Humes, executive director of the Marshall County
Visitors Bureau.

Frank Oliver photo

A cow seems to gaze at a passerby at this Randolph County barn quilt called Eight Point Star and belonging to Matthew and
Kami Good of rural Union City.
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“We call it rural living as an art form,” Humes said.
Most people credit an Ohio woman named Donna Sue
Groves with starting the barn quilt movement.
Groves wanted to spruce up an old tobacco barn on her
farm in southern Ohio’s Adams County. She thought painting
a quilt pattern on the side would be a nice way to honor her
mother, an avid quilter.
Groves, however, didn’t immediately act on the idea.
Instead, in 2001, as part of the Ohio Arts Council, she encouraged her neighbors to start a quilt tour with 20 barns.
Groves’ tobacco barn finally got its own quilt in 2003. By then,
neighboring Brown County, Ohio, had started a tour, and the
idea spread.
Some may wonder whether barn quilts are an evolution of
hex signs, which are common on barns in Pennsylvania and
in Midwestern communities with large populations of German-Americans. (For more on hex signs, see sidebar.)
Hex signs, however, are usually circular, with rosettes, stars
and tree-of-life patterns that trace back hundreds of years to
Europe.
The two are unrelated, according to Heidenreich.
The barn quilt trend spread, county by county, usually
through organized communitywide efforts to develop a
quilt trail.
Such was the case in Randolph County.
In late 2010, another quilter suggested the idea to
Greenwalt. She passed it along to the Randolph County CVB
in early 2011.
“I took the idea to a friend of mine at the tourism bureau
and asked her opinion,” Greenwalt said. “We waited until after
the first of the year and a group of five or six of us got together
and we brainstormed. We thought, ‘Let’s try to do this.’ ”
Greenwalt and the others, who called themselves the Barn
Quilt Committee, began pitching the idea to civic groups and
farming organizations. They also researched a quilt trail in Sac
County, Iowa.
“They offered all their instructions,” Greenwalt said. “They
had it down to a science. They had done a project about five
years prior.”
The plans included developing a pattern book with about
100 quilt designs for barn owners to choose from. The book
included new patterns that Greenwalt drew on graph paper
specially designed for the project, as well as older designs
from other quilting books.
With limited funding, the committee also decided that the
barn owners would have to commit to paying $250 to cover
the cost of materials and equipment.
Greenwalt didn’t know what to expect. She worried the cost
might discourage people from joining the effort. But in 2011,
a total of 22 barn owners signed up. The next year, the number
grew by 24.
“It was an idea that was ripe,” Greenwalt said.
Among the first to sign was Wayne McGuire, who lives
south of Parker City.
“I had my farm magazines and I had seen barn quilts in
Pennsylvania,” McGuire said.
McGuire’s quilt faces County Road 1100-W on the gable of
a white equipment barn. The red, white and blue pattern is
called—fittingly enough—Country Farm. In the grass underneath is a massive glacial stone.
“They seem to go together,” McGuire said.

THE TRUTH ABOUT
HEX SIGNS

W

hile barn quilts and Pennsylvania hex signs
are unrelated, the latter has an interesting
history, too.
David Fooks, executive director of the Pennsylvania
German festival in Kutztown, Pennsylvania, says that
the barn decorations are among the most recognizable
symbols of Pennsylvania Dutch culture. But they are
also shrouded in mystery.
The Pennsylvania Dutch are not Dutch. They were
mostly Protestant German-Americans (Deutsch) that
settled in Pennsylvania in the 1700s. The group included
Amish, Mennonites, Brethren, Lutherans, Moravians and
members of the German Reformed church.
Today, most of those groups have assimilated into
American culture and adopted English as their primary
language. Now, the name Pennsylvania Dutch has
become almost synonymous with the Amish, who
continue to live a more traditional life.
Fooks wrote an article on Pennsylvania hex signs
for the 2004 issue of the academic journal Material
Culture.
According to Fooks, the practice of painting hex
signs began in the 1700s in a region of the state that
remained isolated through the early 20th century by
bad roads and a unique form of the German language—
Pennsylvania Dutch. Hex signs remained relatively
unknown until the 1950s, when the outside world
began to take an interest in Pennsylvania Dutch culture.
“The hex sign has become an ambassador, so to
speak, of our Pennsylvania Dutch culture,” he wrote.
Some believe Pennsylvania Dutch farmers painted
the elaborate hex signs to ward off evil spirits or bring
good luck to a farm. It’s true that some Pennsylvania
Dutch held a unique set of folk beliefs.
Nonetheless, “The superstitious stories of hex signs
are a myth, a fabrication, a joke, if you will, in an effort
to market a local product by a canny Pennsylvania
Dutchman.”
Fooks blamed a Pennsylvania folk artist named
Johnny Ott for starting the myth in an effort to sell signs
to tourists. Most sociologists believe they began more
as an ethnic identifier, a way to say “We’re German.”
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SCRAP FACTS ABOUT
CLOTH QUILTS
• Quilt makers in the 1800s broke the symmetry of
their design by inserting a single imperfection. They
worried that trying to imitate God’s perfect work
would bring disaster.
• Every scrap of fabric was precious in pioneer
America. Scraps were saved for quilt making and to
patch clothing.
• Early-American quilts from New England reflected
plain Puritan fashion. Many Southerners were
wealthy planters. Their quilts had finer stitching and
more elegant cloths.
• In colonial America, mothers taught boys to sew.
Everyone had to contribute to household needs.
• During the Civil War, Northern women made quilts
both to supply the military with bedding and to sell
at war fundraising efforts called Sanitary Fairs. An
1864 fair in New York netted $1.2 million.
• Quilt making declined during the Industrial
Revolution. But the Great Depression revived the
craft as hard times forced people into self-sufficient
lifestyles again.

Dull’s Tree Farm near Thorntown is a great place to
pick a pumpkin in the fall and see a large beautiful
barn quilt. Photo by Frank Oliver.

• Quilts became fashionable with fine art collectors
and museums beginning in the 1970s. Americans
began to view quilts not simply as utilitarian
household items, but also as works of art.
Sources: “Quilts in America,” by Patsy and Myron Orlofsky;
“The American Quilt,” by Roderick Kiracofe.
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(Clockwise from top) Susie Kraning shows her patriotism with a star barn quilt on her Miami County farm. This quilt, called
Bluebirds, belongs to Elizabeth Brown, who lives near Plymouth. A barn quilt next to a basketball hoop is a quintessential
Hoosier scene at this Brown County property. A flower garden in Boone County adds to the scene around this quilt.
Carroll County is home to this horse-and-barn quilt near the town of Delphi.
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(Clockwise from top) A bisected star pattern hangs over the Alamo barbecue restaurant in Princeton as part of Gibson
County’s quilt trail. A pattern called Pineapple stands on the grounds of Lyles School in Lyles Station, a community founded
by former slaves in the 1840s. Corn in the height of an Indiana summer fronts this Boone County barn and quilt. A unique
barn quilt on the front porch of a house in Oakland City. Gibson County’s courthouse also features a barn quilt on the lawn.
OutdoorIndiana.org
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The American heartland is aptly depicted at the Sullivan Farm
and its 1929 barn. Its quilt is called Shining Star and can be seen
along U.S. 31, north of Peru. Photo by Frank Oliver.
OutdoorIndiana.org
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QUILT SYMBOLISM
Q

uilts are influenced by culture and by the lives of the women—and
occasionally men—who made them. Explained below are some traditional
quilt patterns found on the Randolph County Barn Quilt Ramble.

GOOSE TRACKS

CORN & BEANS

EIGHT POINT STAR

DOUBLE WINDMILL

AMERICAN FLAG

JACOB’S LADDER

Keith & Suzanne Pugh, Farmland
Nature was a source for many quilt
patterns. Several are named after trees,
flowers, animals and birds. Farm families
watched the migration of geese and
created quilts inspired by those flocks.

Kent & Susan Smoot, Union City
In the early 1900s, windmills
pumped water for livestock and made
life on the homestead easier. Because of
its day-to-day importance, the windmill
was often a favorite quilt pattern.
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Dawn Keys, Winchester
Quilt patterns often reflected a
family’s dependence on the crops
they grew. Corn & Beans is a common
pattern. The Keys family chose the
pattern because it represents the farm’s
two main crops.

Richard & Dianne Gough and families,
Ridgeville
While patriotic patterns are
common, some are chosen for more
personal reasons. The Hollowell/Gough
families chose the American Flag block
because Dianne taught U.S. history for
32 years.

Matthew & Kami Good, Union City
Stars are a common quilt motif.
Some looked upon stars as religious
symbols of a faith in God. Others saw
them as a patriotic symbol. There are
hundreds of star patterns. The most
popular is an eight-pointed star.

Scott & Ann DeHaven Farm, Farmland
Many patterns draw their names
from Bible stories. Jacob’s Ladder is
an example, relating to a chapter in
Genesis that describes a dream Jacob
had that involved a ladder to heaven.
The pattern is also called Underground
Railroad. The DeHavens chose the
pattern for its spiritual reference
and because of Randolph County’s
Underground Railroad history.
Sources: roamrandolph.org; nps.gov.

About a dozen volunteers painted McGuire’s quilt and all
the other quilts, too, inside a barn owned by the Lynn Lions
Club. They used four to six coats of high-quality enamel paint.
Volunteers installed the quilts using a rented lift.
Karen Mapes, who lives on a farm outside aptly named
Farmland, opted for a blue-and-white pattern called “Storm
at Sea.”
“Every time I look at it, I’m proud of it,” she said.
Randolph County tourism director Scottie Harvey said her
office regularly fields phone calls about the barn quilts.
“People come to the county doing barn quilt scavenger
hunts,” she said. “It’s very popular. They stop at Wick’s Pies
for lunch.”
Wick’s Pies is another Randolph County tourist attraction.
The Winchester bakery and restaurant was founded in 1944
by Duane “Wick” Wickersham and is famous for its sugar
cream pie and other old-fashioned recipes.
The Gibson County trail started in 2013. Unlike in Randolph County, Gibson County coordinators required barn
owners to create and install their own blocks. The only rules
were that no two quilts could be the same, and owners had to
keep them up for at least five years.
Of the more than 200 in Gibson County, perhaps the most
famous is the one at Lyles Station Historical School and Museum, near Princeton.
Established in 1886 and named after settler Joshua Lyles, Lyles
Station was a mostly African-American farming community
that flourished during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
At its peak, the community boasted 800 residents, a railroad
station, a school, a post office, two churches, two general stores
and a lumber mill. But a 1913 flood of the Patoka and Wabash
rivers damaged many homes and started a decline.
About 40 residents remain, mostly black, and Lyles Station
is among the last rural African-American communities remaining in the Midwest.
In 2016, the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum
of African American History and Culture highlighted Lyles
Station in an exhibit meant to preserve the history of black
agriculture and rural black communities after the Civil War.
The exhibit included historic artifacts from everyday life,
including a plow, a communion plate and the quilt represented
on the side of the museum.
“That quilt block was a nice tie-in to all that history,” Heidenreich said.
Miami County’s quilt trail has at least 73 barns.
Barn quilt fever started with Nancy Sarver and spread to
others, including Sarver’s painting friend, Susie Kraning. Instead of painting canvases, the women began painting plywood supplied by Midland Lumber.
“I think it’s an improvement for Miami County,” Kraning
said. “It draws people in.”
Kraning’s barn has a star, which she said reflects her patriotism. Both of her sons, who also live in Miami County, have
barn quilts on their properties.
“They’re colorful,” Kraning said. “They give you something
to talk about. It’s different. And I think it goes back to heritage.
For a lot of women it reminds them of the quilts they had in
their homes.”
The tour project in Randolph County is finished.
Still, landowners keep adding new quilts to unadorned
outbuildings.

COUNTYWIDE
QUILT TRAILS
Learn more and download driving-tour maps at the
following websites:
Gibson County: gibsoncountyin.org.
LaGrange County: visitshipshewana.org.
Marshall County: visitmarshallcounty.org.
Miami County: enjoymiamicounty.org.
Randolph County: roamrandolph.org.

Greenwalt said she wonders whether the phenomenon has
peaked. Nonetheless, she hopes the squares will last at least 10
to 15 years.
Randolph County’s barn quilts are in remarkably good condition, despite constant exposure to weather.
“One has been taken down,” Greenwalt said. “I don’t know
what the problem was. They repainted and never put it back
up again.
“We are hoping the barn quilts will be here for many years.”
The art form is so new, that the life expectancy of a barn
quilt remains uncertain.
One thing is for sure, according to Greenwalt, combining
barns and quilting was inevitable.
“A barn is just a big canvas that needs something on it,”
Greenwalt said. “It was meant to be.”
U

Email nwerner@dnr.IN.gov.
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